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In this paper, we inCicstigate h& concept of local equivalence relation, a notion suggested by 
0 . A local equivdencc relation on a tapological space X is a global section of the 
skcal of #ms of cquivalencz telatbns on X We investigate the extent o which a local equivalence 
relation can bi described by a &&al one and arlalogously when can a global equivalence relation 
be recovered from its associated local one, We also look at the notion of a fiber map,‘ which 
&eds frwther 1$&t on these concepts. A motivating example is that of a foliation on a manifold. 
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Many important ideas in topology deal with the interplay between local and 
global properties on topological spaces. One concept to be considered in this context 
is that of equivalence relations. Given an open cover {Ui)iEI of a space X and 
equivalence relations Ri on &, agreeing on overlaps, it does nst follow that there 
is an equivalence relation R on X such that R 1 ZIi = Ri. Thi!; is most succinctly 
s&ted by saying that the presheaf of equiqraleuce relations on X is not a sheaf. We 
investigate this phenomenon via the concept of local equivalence relation. This 
nation was introduced by Grothendieck [3, r. 4853 in a series of exercises presented 
as o$elj: pmbkihs eonceming the construction of a certain kind of topos. ‘This 
construction was carried &by the author [5] in studying this class of toppi, and 
the results protied by Grothetidieck concerning local equivalence r lations hould 
be of interest o the neral topologist and are presented in this paper. They 
idea, The motivatin 
~&he of th,e g&h&hi~ ide 
example irr; that of a foliation on a manifold and 
e*have an algebraic formulbilon irr the lang,uage 
of equivale ace relations. 
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an &joint functorial relationship between local ;and giobti ~wiv~~nc~ relations. 
Results concerning &is relationship are presented. In %&ion 3, the notion of fiber 
map is introdwted. It generalizes the notion of integral map for a foliation [I], and 
given a local equivalence relatiw r QI~ X, the functor assigning to a space Y the 
fiber maps from Y to X is representable by a space &‘; whic& &kxk furthi fil%,ht 
on the local equivaience r lation Y$ 
(2.7~ reader is assumed to be iarniliar with the notions nf sheaf and prmheaf on 
a topological space [2,33.) 
1. Local equhhnce relations 
Let X be a topological space. For $lj’ open in X, let Equiv( V) = {al equivalence 
relations on U}. If If C: U k also open, we have an obvious restrktion morphism 
Equiv( cl) -3 Equiv! V) and hence a p:re!l#heaf on X. Zt is not a sheaf as can be seen 
by the following example, 
Let X E R* be defined by 
x={(o,y)~Ocycl~~~{(x, l)~OCX~l}U kJ U&I 
n&l 
where CJa = {(l/n, y) 10 G y s 1). Choose a covering { Vi)iel of X, putting on each V’ 
the equivalence relation of path copnectedness, so that near (0,l) we have the 
followkg local picture (see Fig. 1). 
We have x - y in ‘Vi and y - z in j4pZ, but x and s are not equivalent in tJj, as 
there is no path joining them. If the fur ‘actor Equiv : C&ens(X)“; -+ Sets WWQ: 8 
we should find en equivalence r eatian R on X such that R 1 Vi 
of path connectedness on Vr. R woo1 d have to satisfy that 
RI V3. 
Thkls, Equiv(-) is not a sheaf and so let denote the associ sheaf 8
d a 
1 * 
(1) (Main example.) 
X3. Let X be a G”-manifold of dimension tr. A ,WMopt of codimension 
b9 where-p +q = n) is &en by the following: 
&vei (&$)ial of X, 
(2) s&M?ps~o& fr
n Uk, then locally y& = 
(For more about foliations and examples of them, see [l] or [4].) 
A foliation on a manifold makes X look locally like n-space divided into parallel 
p-planes. The simplest example of a foliation is given by the submersion 
and every foliation locally looks like this one. On each Ui, let Ri be defined by 
(~1, XZ)E Ri iff fi(xlf +(x1). Condition (3) above is exactly the local compatibility 
of the equivalence relations. So, we get a local equivalence relation r on X 
(2) We could generalize this to a space X, a cover {Vi} and continuous fi : X + Y 
foJ- some space Y with the necessary local compatibility. 
(3) By choosing appropriate covers, various connectivity relations can give rise 
to local: equiv&nce relations (see the example on the preceding page). 
(4) A closed set C E X is called irreducible if it is not the union of two proper 
closed subsets. A space X is sober if every closed irreducible set is of the form m 
for a unique x E X. Sobriety is a weaker separation axiom than I&. An importr.nt 
example of sober spaces in rlgebraic geometry is the Zariski spectrum of a cornmu+ 
a sP which is not sober, on an open set U C_ X, we) have the 
equivalence relation x - y iff (x)‘” = m”, where we take closure rell’rtive to U. 
P)efi&ioa 1.4,, (a) Let R E Equiv(X). Then, kc(R) denotes the 104 equivalence 
relation on X it defines. 
(b) Let I E I& Let glob(r) = n {R 1 Y s lo&R)}. 
Remarks, We can think of glob(, ) as follows, We are trying to ‘approximate‘ r-by 
a global equivalence relation which locally reflects the behavior of I: TO &bin a 
best possible approximation we consider all equivalence relations, which locally 
contain r, and intersect them. 
We provide an alternate useful description of glob(r). Suppose r is given by 
R, E Equiv(U’) for x E X. Let V = (Vx~x~~, be an op& cover, We say V s W if 
xc Vx c U,forallx GXLetRv = theequivalencereiationgenerated by{& 1 V’.)XEX. 
Proof. Let SE Equiv(X) with r G lot(S). Choose Wx open with x E Wx G Ux and 
R, 1 W, G S 1 W;. Let w = { Wx}xEx. Then, RwrS and hence n{RvlVcU}E 
glob(r). 
Conversely, if V s U, then I?, 1 V, = I& 1 V, since Rv is locally generated by 
{Rx 1 Vxh Thus, t G lOC(&). SO, glob(r) C_ n {Rv 1 V G v). 13 
Note that for an equivalence relation R, we always have that glob(bc(R)) SE R. 
(Even if R is not an equivalence relation, this may follow). However, it does not 
follow that for a local equivalence relation P, we have that r s loc(glob(t)), since in 
the process of intersection the equivalence relations may be collapsed kxally to 
become trivial. (See Example (2). Hence, in order to obtain, afunctorial, relationship 
between glob and lot and to have r behave nicely, we shaH restrict our attention 
to 1ocaE equivalence r lations r such that r 6 loc(glob(r)). 
2. Coherent ilocal equivalence relatbns 
The following definition of coherence will guarantee that in constructing 
we shall still have a relation which locally contains r. 
notice 2.1. Let t be a local equivalence relation on X. 
is coherent. 
W=(R ))* 
ween lwal and global inform&on, nothiag 
tin ” 15) that for an equivalence 
Rati that for every cover {VX}L6~, R = Rv, 
n generated by {R 1 V’}xE~. We shall shortly 
rence, but first let us look at some simple 
and a global equivalence relation for which 
(1) Ikfineth uivakmce classes of R on & cone to be the circular sections and 
identify the vertex P with the bottom of the cone. The equivalence class of P is 
disconnected ancsl passing: to k(R), we lose the information that P is equiva 
R is rocally coherent, it is not coherent, since the equivalence 
class of P in glob(lw(R)) is {P) and hence glob(loc(R)&R. 
(2) The author thanks S. Schanuel for the following simple example. Define an 
equivalence rela ion on icB, the real line, by ct - iff b = *a. Let r be the local 
equivalence r lation defined by this. Then, glob(r) is the trivial equivalence relation 
with singleton equivalence classes. To see this, let V’ be a cove1 of the real line 
whose only nbhd of the origin is (4/n, l/n). By Proposition 1.5, gIob(t) G 
N Rvm and hence is trivial. Thus, I s loc(glob(r)) fails in any nbhd of the origin, 
where r is not trivial, and thus r is not coherent. 
Let A = category of coherent local equivalence relations and B ‘=I category of 
locally coherent global equivalence relations. 
m 2.3. A - ld’Ob B and B lot - A form a pair of adjoint functors with 
glob t_loc. 
RwD~. The unit and munit of the adjunction are r 6 loc(glob( r)) and glob(loc(R)) SG 
RforrEAandREB. C 
djunction, we have an equivalence between globally coherent r and 
=E lot(R). For any cover (Vx}x,xof X, we have Rtp c R 
where .!!v is the equivalence relation generated by (R 1 V*)XE~. 
cl 0. ectivdy. 
wl,. . *, wla, ar,. . . , a,,+1 m X with 
For closedness, let z E Ix]y (closure relative to [xl)* IFot eve@y 
x, we have that (U R [x J)n [x]~ if Q), In particular, sthis it-0 true ” 
y e V.. n[x]v. Then, (x, y) E Rv ti,nd since (z, x)e*R, we have (y, a) 
V., we have that {j, Z)E Rv. Thus, it follows that (x, a)e Rv and 
Thus, [XIV = [T; c1nd h. ence it is datively cksed in [xl, U 
Theorem 2.5. Sup,puse I* = Eoc(R) with R E Equiv(X). Syrpose that fiw 
there is an open nbhd Wx s&rch that R 1 W, has connec&d e@v&nce c 
t is coherent. 
hwf. Suppose not. Then,. fez some Q E X, we have r,~r loc(gl&(~)), i.e., * 
my open nbhd W of a, there is a cover (\Jx}xG~ and ~1, ya E W such that (pl, 
{y l, y2) 7 Rv. In particular, this is true for Wo. By Lemma 2.4, the equivalen 
of y1 in WV 1 W, is clopen (relatively) in the equivalence class of yl in R 1 W’* 
is connected. This is a contradiction as it forces (yl, y&E R. 
Corollary 2.6. Let r E: & be !crcaNy defined by R, E Equiv( Ux) where Ux i3 (18 
r&hd of x in X. Suppose for every a E X, every open W G Wa with ~1 
qen nbhd W’ of c( with W’S W and with R, 1 W’ hrllvi 
c,‘asses. Then, ir is totally coherent (Le., r ! U is coherent for 
Proof. If a E I/ where U is open, consider R, ! U n U, and apply argumentv from 
Theorem 2.5. D 
V/e can now answer the question of when R can be conpletely 
i~c(R ), i.e., when is R = glob(loc(R)). Using the equivalence unde 
t.,f Prorositian 2.3, we can then apply this ‘8 the question of l&al mhercnce for I. 
Theorem 2.7. Let R E Equiv(X) nn~! srr~~~se R htrs cm 1 
IThen, R = glol~(loc(R)). Cmversdy, if R = glob(loc(R)) 
equitdence c~‘asses, then it has connected equivaknce elm 
Proof. (3) Let v = { v } x x(E~ be any open cover of X. Tk equi 
generated by {R 1 Y } x xe~ 1s contained in R and by Lemma 2.4, sin 
classes of & c7re relatively clopen in those of R, which 
have Rlr = W ;imd hence R = glab(~m$R)) = (]q,’ Rv. 
[a)Ahen,(a~, a&sR, but(crl;raz)gRv since (Un 
disjoint. Since Rva R, we have that 
me connected component can 
her, tire non-trivial relation 
the example of a foliated 
t, then loc( R) is globally coherent 
herent, hence the last result can be phrased 
ful and indicate some of the relationships 
Mally and totally coherent on X. If W is spm in 
uch that t 1 V’ is globally and totally 
t)). By definition, glob@ 1I/) G glob(r) 1 V, hence 
r)i V) = loc(gJob(r)) [ U = t 1 U. Since r 1 U is coherent, by 
s loc(g!ob(rI U)). So, r I LT = loc(glob(r i u)), i.e. 
part (a), if U is open in X and rl V’ is globally coherent for all x in X, 
rent. Thus, r I U A V, = loc(glob(r 1U n V,)) 6 
is holds for all x E X, we have t 1 U s bc(giob(r ( U)), 
We also cotid have shown that if r is locally defined by R, E Equiv( U’) and r is 
n F( Us is globally coherent. A moments reflection on these 
the connection between Corollary 2.6 and Theorem 2.7. 
ntinwu p of t 1 spaces. It induces a presheaf map 
uiv( W)), wh if R E Equiv( V), 
(yt, Ya)~f"W xf-'iUf~(f~Y,),f(YZ))EH}* 
is, in tur 
f- h ----9 f 
Clearly, if this is the case and s is any local equivalence -relation, 
hence the terminotogy). 
Definithm 3.2. Let r E &, YAX be continuous. We say f is a nrup fw I if! 
f-‘(r) is the marsest bcal equivaleno; relaticw on Y. 
Let Hom’(Y, X) denote the set of nil fiber maps for I frum Y to X, 
Proposftion 4.5.4. Mom’(-, X) : (Top.Sp.)“” +Sets is & coat~v~ 
Proof, Let 2% Y be continuous. If Y4 X is a fiber map, we mu%t 
fog is also. For x E X, there is an ape? set Wa s f-‘( t&) such that f’( 
W, x W,. Hence, it follows that g-l .'f- '(R,)) 1 gml( Wx) = g-‘( Wx) x ggl( WJ). Thus, 
gmi ( f- * (rj) is the coarsest local equiva!ence r lation on 2. i3 
We would like :o show that this is a representable functor. The 
space and the concept of fiber map are of interest in anaiyzing r, 
example of a Mated manifold. 
Deiille a topological space X’ as follows. The underlying set of X’ is X. 
denote the eqkvalence class of x in Ud for the equivalence relation &. 
topology of X” be generated by the Ox,li {x G Ua) and the opens of X. X%X, the 
identity map, is continuous, ince the topology on X’ is finer. 
Pmposition 3.3. X’-b X is a fiber mcop for r. 
Proof. i-” (r) = r. We have that R, 1 Oa,a = Oa (1 x 0, a, since Ua Irp is the equivalen 
of a for I?,. By definition, 06,,a is open in X’, and sd we are dok. 
Theorem 3.4. Hom’(-, X) : (Top.SpJop -) Sets is 
space X7. 
Prod. If YSX’ is continuous, then YSX’AX is a fiber m 
functorality. 
Conversely, let %PA X be a fi 
X’, Le. f _ ‘(Qa) is open in Y f 
!( ,X)E I?,. Since f is a fiber 
,’ ‘(&)l V- Vx K Since .A 
‘M’ c I/,* n Lr, and 
wcf-‘@x,a 
en, (fty’), x’) E 
ce of XI the inclusion is a fiber map for R. Thus, 
mecPmorphism, and Oa,a is open in Xr, 
tionship to glob(f) in that the equivalence dasses 
me the connected components of X’. 
coherent. Then, the equivalence of glob(r) ars? the 
. Since 
We s R 1 W,. If A is an equivalence class of R, we shall show 
for A, then (t, a>~ R, W, and hence (z, U)E R. 
A. Hence, is a union of open 
let x E A (closure is to X’). Then, Ox,, n meets 
Oxa A AA. (a, X)E R, 1 W, sz R 1 W,. Hence, x E A since ck E A. 
Thus,A-AandAisclosedinX‘. 
if it is connected, we will bve shown it is a connected 
coherent on X and the topology of X’ is finer, it follows 
from which it follows t at glob(r) s glob(lac(R)) and her:{: 
oh(r) is coherent on X’. Since Its equivdence 
y are connected. Q 
enotc the atssociated local equivalence reMion. 
1% 5K.b 
interpretation, If Y&X is 4k Cm4Bial, anrt”V; ~f~~tT% 
fljr as a subspace of X’ iff t;ef is 1ocorHy cxMt8tant. Wng 
says that f is a fiber map for r; A foliaticm defines a subbundle ES 7’(X) where 
T$K) is the tangent bundle of X (see [I., 41) and V-k is an in 1 for E iff 
iI,tiec [I]) 
/ 
E 
c* 
Thus, the integrals for E are preckely the fiber maps for r. 
Digressing briefly, if our foliation is giwn by a singe SUWtin X4R4, *n 
F = lot(R) where (x1, X&Z I? iff p(xI) = P(Q) and by [1,9.2.91, R is the same as the 
relation of being in the same connected leaf. Thw, by Theorem 2.7, R 
and t = k(R) is globally coherent. If U is non-empty open in X 
still a submersion and by the above arguments it is easy to sBe that 
loc(glob(r)) 1 U, i.e. F = lot(R) is globally and totally coherent. 
foliation r 1 Ui is globally and totally coherent and hen- b 
totally coherent. Note thwt r is also locally defined by open 
since submersions are open mappings. 
Thus. some properties of foliations can be described by rmults centered around 
the notion of local equivalence relations. The interplay 
lot s;3:ys a lot about equivalence relations on arbitrary t
assume r is totally coherent and open, we can constmct a t 
in the! foliated manifold case can be thou t of in the co 
loca3iy have a connection relative to the foliation. See [5, d]. 
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